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Motivation
•Challenges in multi-object tracking (MOT)



Related Work
● Tracking-by-detection
● Tracking-by-regression
● Tracking-by-segmentation



Introduction To TrackFormer
● A new approach using Transformers



Track Queries and Object Queries
● Combining CNN and Transformer: Illustrates the fusion 

of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) features with 
Transformer architecture for enhanced object detection 
and tracking.

● Frame-by-Frame Processing: Each frame is processed 
sequentially, with CNN extracting features and the 
Transformer managing object and track queries.

● Track Queries: Represent the continuity of an object's 
trajectory over time, updated by the Transformer with 
each new frame.

● Object Queries: Utilized for detecting and classifying 
objects within a single frame, providing real-time 
information for the track queries to associate.



TrackFormer Architecture
● Encoder: Processes video frames to extract 

feature representations, capturing the essential 
details of each object and the scene context.



TrackFormer Architecture
● Decoder: Utilizes these features along with track 

queries to predict the trajectories of objects. 
Track queries, representing the identities of 
objects across frames, are updated 
autoregressively, ensuring accurate tracking over 
time.



Training and Implementation
● The unified framework provided by TrackFormer simplifies the MOT 

pipeline, which traditionally consists of two distinct phases: object 
detection and data association for tracking. 

● By learning these tasks jointly, TrackFormer eliminates the need for 
separate optimization stages and complex post-processing, which are 
common in conventional approaches. 

● End-to-End Trainability.



Training and Implementation - Loss Calculation
TrackFormer train two adjacent frames together and optimize the MOT 
objective at once.
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Training and Implementation - Loss Calculation
The tracking outcome of frame t is dependent on successfully detected objects from t-1

As such, the loss for frames is computed in two steps (detailed in paper) against ground truth:

- Object detection on frame t-1 of output embeddings
- Tracking of all query objects (output embeddings + detected objects from frame t-1)
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Training and Implementation - Track Augmentation
To improve the joint learning pipeline, augmentations are used during 
training.

- Sample frame t-1 from a range of frames: simulating camera motion
- Add false negative (remove some track queries): keep false negative high 

as to detect new objects better.
- Add false positives: better handling of occlusion or removal.



Metrics for MOT(S)
- Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA)

- Measures object coverage (i.e. covers all object?)

- Identity F1 Score (IDF1)
- Measures identity preservation (i.e. same object?)

- MOTSA
- Similar to MOTA, but with IoU definition of tp



Performance and Benchmarks - Public Detection
Result: TrackFormer can 
achieve competitive accuracy 
in tracking. (As result was 
evaluated independent of the 
detection)

*Public detection: using 
detection model architectures 
provided by MOT challenge



Performance and Benchmarks - Private Detection
Result: With private detection 
model, TrackFormer can 
achieve higher accuracy MOT 
compared against models 
trained only on CH 
(CrowdHuman).

It also achieves competitive 
performance compared against 
architectures with additional 
training dataset. 



Performance and Benchmarks - MOTS

Result: For tracking + 
segmentation, TrackFormer is also 
on par with SOTA approaches.



Performance and Benchmarks - MOTS
Result: Hand-picked 
comparison between 
TrackFormer and R-CNN. It 
shows TrackFormer has clear 
superiority over R-CNN.

Missed detections



Ablation Study
Pretraining significantly 
improved accuracy.

The track augmentation 
made a particularly huge 
difference.



Conclusion
● TrackFormer represents a novel approach to multi-object tracking

○ Joint detection+tracking
○ Transformer-based architecture

● Its success on challenging benchmarks
○ Track augmentations

● Questions?


